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ABSTRACT
This paper is aimed to investigate the real time Business process Performance and talent to reinforce the performance. An easy framework was developed to indicate the various steps of analysing and enhancing the process performance. Projected during this paper are a BAM style framework for the real-time business performance management associated an implementation of BAM system model to indicate the pertinence of proposed framework. The goals of business activity observance are to produce real time data concerning the standing and results of varied operations, processes, and transactions. The framework consists from three stages and its facilitates the enhancements of business process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are several information systems within the organization like ERP and bpm. It’s vital to measure and monitor the performance of these systems instantly to confirm from top quality of the performance and no any delay particularly for giant systems that has huge information. Business activity monitoring (BAM) is software package that aids in observation of business activities, as those activities are enforced in computer systems. The corporation can manage, monitor their business processes, observe the failures or exceptions, and address them in real-time, all these can be handled through BAM. additionally, since BAM tracks method executions and is aware of after they succeed or fail, it builds up valuable records of behaviour which will result in overall process improvement, whereas conjointly providing a useful tool to manage compliance, assure business transactions, and scale back risk [7].

The term was originally coined by analysts at Gartner, Inc [1]. And refers to the aggregation, analysis, and presentation of real-time data concerning activities within organizations and involving customers and partners. A business activity will either be a business process that's orchestrated by business process management (BPM) software system, or a business process that's a series of activities spanning multiple systems and applications. BAM is associate enterprise resolution primarily meant to supply a time period outline of business activities to operations managers and higher management.

Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
Key driving factor that implements the strategic objectives of enterprises and it's an analysis index of the core events, it formulates round the enterprise methods, and it's a style of expression for the quantified strategy [4]. Key performance Indicators are accustomed measure staffs’ work performance indexes, thus it's the necessary a part of the performance plans.

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
It’s provide real-time access to critical business performance indicators to enhance the speed and effectiveness of business operations [1][8]. The BAM aimed to supply real-time info regarding the standing and results of varied business operations, processes, and transactions. BAM cut back the delays, bottlenecks and inefficient use of labour and materials, whereas providing real-time monetary and performance knowledge [2][10]. BAM permits a business to watch its business processes, and connected business events being generated in real-time, and provides an assessment of business process supported pre-defined KPIs [9], this enables bigger operational visibility of the business to relevant process owners for assessment and decision-making via time period vital metrics with relevancy frequencies of such errors and their potential harm on process performance, and alternative dimensions like value, schedules, and so on [5] [6]. A key construct of BAM is that the aggregation of basic Events regarding this state and therefore the results of business processes into quantitative measures, alleged Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).BAM is visually displays the foremost vital info required to attain one or additional objectives, consolidated and organized on one screen so the data is monitored at a look [3].

Case Study
A small indebtedness bpm system has been developed and measured victimisation Bizagi BPMS The system has four pool and three phases, the reception receives invoice and send it to financial help that match the invoice with purchase order, if match then check if the product or service is approved or not, if approved send the invoice to the accounting to update ERP. If invoice not matched with purchase order or if the product or service isn't approved come back the invoice to the provider. The process of approved return the invoice to the provider is sub process that consists from three processes, initial process is justify the rejection process, if the invoice is rejected, the one that executes this task should indicate, the one that executes

This task should indicate rejection reasons for rejection either as a result of the data doesn't match the purchase order or as a result of the product or Services are unsatisfactory. Second process is Inform provider this can be done mechanically by sending associate email to the provider with the rationale for the rejection of the invoice and therefore the comeback of product, if the product haven’t to be came back then finish the task, else move to come back products and to the products are came back to the supplier’s address.
2. RELATED WORK

Process mining refers to the analysis of the process log or data to admire the process of a business and extracting the specified info [14]. Process mining technology consists of 3 main types—discovery, correspondence, and improvement [15]. That is, process mining isn't solely capable of discovering process models however additionally of characteristic deviations between models and log, and of conducting performance analyses [16]. Process mining permits for the extraction of necessary info associated with the process and permits one to derive, monitor, and improve the particular method [17]. As a result of process mining technology analyses the log that is already within the variety of data, it will save time and cut back the prices of data assortment. Additionally, method mining technology solely analyses recorded data that prevents distortion of data and ensures accuracy and objectivity [18].

Business activity monitoring (BAM) was first outlined by Gartner because the idea of providing real-time access to crucial business performance indicators to enhance the speed and effectiveness of business operations [11]. The goal of BAM is to produce real-time data regarding the status and results of assorted business operations, processes, and transactions [12]. Enterprise-wide task of BAM is to scale back or eliminate delays, bottlenecks and inefficient use of labour and materials, whereas providing real-time financial and performance information [13]. Representative feature of BAM is that it monitors several enterprise systems at the same time and displays exceptional scenario on the dashboard if symptoms of drawback are known by pre-defined rules.

Several approaches are planned within the literature for the discovery of declarative process models. In Ref. [19] the authors present an approach that permits the user to pick out from a group of predefined Declare templates those to be used for the discovery. Maggi et al. propose an evolution of this approach in ref. [20] to enhance performance by pre-processing the event log with frequent pattern mining techniques. Different approaches to enhance the performance of process mining are given in Refs. [21]. In addition, there are post-processing approaches that aim at simplifying the ensuing Declare models in terms of redundancy elimination [22] and illumination [23]. The approach proposed in ref. [24] permits for the specification of rules that transcend the normal Declare templates. In Ref. [25], an approach for analysing event logs with regular Declare, an extension of Declare that depends on regular automata, is delineate. The add ref. [26] initial coated the info perspective in declarative process mining, though this approach solely permits for the discovery of discriminative activation conditions. In essence, the main focus of the said approaches is control-flow with extensions to hide knowledge while not analysing resource-related data.

3. METHODOLOGY

The Research deeply takes the process of monitoring the performance of business process. A simple case study was developed using Bizagi business process management tool, and the performance was monitored and enhanced according to the developed framework. The Framework consists from three components as follow:

3.1 Designing Business Process

In this stage the intended business process that satisfy the organization requirements and follow the needed rules will be designed. There are many tools and techniques that used to design business process that needed in the organization. In our case the Bizagi Process modeller used to design the process. Sometimes we need to enhance the business process to obtain better performance.

3.2 Analysis of Process Performance

There are three sub-process under these module, firstly the KPI of each process is defined according to the performance plan, secondly the achieved performance will be measured according to the KPI defined in previous stage, this can help as indicator of maturity of business process and if its satisfy the needed performance, and finally the dashboard that shows the performance was displayed, in the dashboard the result of performance measurements is clearly shown, then the business analysts or manager can make a decision either this performance is a good or need some enhancement.
3.3 Enhance the performance

This is last stage of our model, based on the dashboard layout some enhancement may be needed, there are two ways to enhance performance, through re-enhance KPI or re-enhance the Business process.

Applying this framework shows how we can make a real time analysis of business process using BAM, and how we can improve or enhance the process performance. This framework is applied by using bizagi tools and its shows a good enhancement in business process

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper I proposed a framework that performs monitoring of business activity monitoring (BAM) of business processes running on prime of a Service-Oriented design. Besides providing up-to-date dashboard data regarding this process performance, the most goal of our framework is to enable what we consult with as dependency analysis, i.e., an analysis of the most factors that influence the business process and create it violate its performance targets.Finally, we commit to investigate choices for mapping the output to graphical process modelling notations to extend readability.
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